DEFINITIONS

Baking


- Cooking in an oven by convected heat. The skill of baking requires knowledge of oven’s capacity and its capabilities in terms of temperature and heat distribution. It also requires a knowledge of correct temperature and exact timing needed by the size and nature of the foods being baked. (Conil, Jean, Encyclopedia of Food, Miami: JG Press, 1995, Ref 641.3003 C751, Reference Section, University Library.)
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Home Baking Association

The site promotes home baking by providing educators tools and knowledge to perpetuate future generations of home bakers.

AIB International.
Retrieved February 20, 2014 from https://www.aibonline.org/

AIB International is a corporation founded by the North American wholesale and retail baking industries in 1919 as a technology transfer center for bakers and food processors. The original mission of the organization was to "put science to work for the baker," and that basic theme is still central to all of the programs, products, and services provided by AIB to baking and general food production industries worldwide.

Baking Bites by Nicole Weston.

Baking Bites is a site for those who love cooking and baking, whether your preference is to whip up simple chocolate chip cookies, decorate fanciful cupcakes to slow-rising artisan breads. In addition to being a recipe resource for home bakers, the site is a source of baking tips and advice, food news, reviews, discussions and inspiration. The site was founded in 2004.